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ABSTRACT OF THESIS
The study explored the psych+social issues of five lesbian-identified
couples as they decided to parent. 'What are the emotional needs, from their
perspectives, of lesbian couples as they experience the process of choosing
motherhood? The central research question provided descriptive daa of the women's
experiences from their support networls: their parhers, families-of-origin or self-
defined families, the lesbian community, their friendship Eroup, professional
clinicians, and religious institutions. A common theme emerging within these arcas
was the need for validation of the women's choice to parent and acknowledgement of
this family crmtion. Ttris demands confronting myths that lesbians should not have
children. From a system's perspective, the assumption cannot be made that
encouragement and validation for lesbian parenting is accessible from traditional
support networks. A discussion of social work practice is included.
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I F'SBIAN PAREIYTING
Tltc soctal i,Eyf,rilrilfiy of gay Wrerrtf is due in Wt to the astwmptir,n
tlnt gays do rut becomc prents, or pefiups rrurne signifreantly, that
prents do rut bccomc gay. Thc gay Wrcnt is a livhg statement of
the concept ol differuncc, uttd sociay and the lesal sysem haye tlrrt to
futc rceognilr;d the fivngths afid abilities of thcsc mathcrc afid
fathen. Tlfise in the mental hefllth pmfessions oafl lud thc way in
mceting thc needs of thrlsc prenls aild childlran (Crwner, 7986, p.
5061.
Introduction
In recent years, the topic of lesbian parenting has emerged in academic
literature. Prior to 1970, however, attention and research in this area was non-
existent (Pollack, 1987). Although lesbians have raised children for many yqus, they
have remained the invisible families within heterosexual and homosexual communities
(Kirkpatrick, 1987). The dawn of the women's movement and gay/lesbian activism
prepared a foundation where this invisibility, at least for some, wns no longer a
necessity for survival. A need exists, therefore, for research specific to these
determined lesbian parents as they create families of choice.
ln order to provide an avenue of visibility to these families and to expand
practitioners' awareness of this process, the following res€arch involved identifying
the psycho-social issues of lesbian-identified couples iui they decided to parent. The
central questions of this study arc: what are the emotional needs of lesbian couples,
from their perspectives, as they go through the process of choosing parenthood?
What do they identify as needing from their partner, their family-of-origin or selF
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defuied families, the lesbian community, their friend$ip Brcup, professional
clinicians, and religious institutions? The research mettrodology focused on recording
qualiAtive daa from five couples during this decision-making process. In analyzing
the descriptive information, a concentration was placed on exEacting common themes
frsm the participants' experiences, suggesting more universal experience. Parallel
emphasis wiilr placed on identifying differences and contradictions.
As referrpd to in the literature, a baby boom has occurred among lesbian
families (Green, 1987). fire ideology of a woman's choice to conceive and have
control over this process is a radical innovation to the naditional childbearing
situation (Wolf, 1984). There is an increasing number of le$ians who, in the context
of their lesbian-identity, choose parenthood (Nonasn 1991). Current statistical data
estimate there are benueen 1.5 and 3 million lesbian mothers in the IJ.S. (r\rner,
Scadden, & Ilarris, 1990; Martin & Lyon, L9721. Surveys suggest 15-20% of
lesbians are parents (Mccuire & Alexander, 1985; Gay & I-esbian Community Action
Council, 1987). It is believed that 6 to 14 million children live with lesbian mothers
or gay fathers (furner et al., 1990). A local illustration of this is reflected in the 150
children who were born to lesbian parents in the Minnepolis and St. Paul area in
1989 (Ilare & Koepke, 1990). Accurale data, however, is difficult to obtain since
many families do not identify themselves alt lesbian-headed families to social
institutions.
Deryite these significant estimations, the terms lesbian and mother are often
viewed as contradictory by the broader society. Controversies concerning lesbian
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parenting mirror significant homophobia which must be recognized as a central issue
in this discussion (Benkov, 1990). The cultural assumption is that heterosexual
couples will have children, while lesbian couples are stigmatized for parenting (Slater
& Mencher, 1991). A dual value system, with one set of values for heterosexu,als
and a differing set of values for all others, rcflects this intolerant thinking of the
mainsmm culture (Dulaney & IGlly, 1982). Parents mey also experience a
marginat position within the lesbian community, whete the decision to pursue
parenting may not be understood or validated (Levy, 1989; Bozett, 1987). I-esbians
contemplating children, con$equently, face an intense decision-making proces$,
examining their ftxiltons to parent and the realities of an often hostile society.
With options of alternative (anificial) insemination and adoption and a greater
visibility of these families, lesbian parenting will continue to be a growing issue.
Even though society defines the lesbian family as unrelated individuats (Slater &
Mencher, 1991), lesbians will seek to validate their family stnrcture and lobby for
legal and social acknowledgement (Ainslie & Feltey, 1991). fui increase in health
and service issues, therefore, will irccompany this growing recognition of family
(Stroller-Shaw, 1989). Unfortunately, most studies of lesbian-headed families were
completed prior to the l$O's and virtually none focused solely on families where the
children wenE conceived or adopted within the context of lesbian$, 0s single
individuals or as couples, choosing parenthood. This absence of relevant research has
implications for lesbians and their families, as well as the practitioners who may serve
them.
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Eractice Implications
As lesbian$ oontinue to redefuie family and strive for validation, implications
arise for family practitioners. Clinicians will see an increase of lesbians utilizing
counseling, education, flrrd other services as ayenues to deal with lesbian parenting
issnes (Crawford, 1987). In a recent study of lesbian heatth (SUoller-Shaw, 1989),
s€xrenty-frve percent of the survey respondents indicatcd they had received counseling.
A Twin Cities aFea survey by the Gay and Lesbian Community Action Council (1987)
noted 70fo of the 1864 respondents had sought couns6ling sometime during their
liyes. This study, rcferred to as the Northstar Project, also suggested that 2l % of the
gay men and lesbians avoided counseling as they mistnrsted providers or fared
disclosure. ft is ironic, then, that family-service professionals receive limited clinical
training and educatisn on gay and lesbian specific issues (Dulaney & Kelly, L992).
Among clinicians, homophobia is one of the main issues preventing
development of family and couple therapy for homosexuals (Us$er, 1991). In
Ddrescenzo's (1984) study of menal health professionals' attitudes toward
homosexuality, sociat workers disclosed a higher rate of homophobia than
psychologists and psychiatrists. The findings, bas€d upon a sample of 140
participants, showed 43 % of the social workers believed gays and lesbians should be
tolerated only if they remained invisible within the community. According to Wyers
(1987), social services are, therefore, unprryared to provide assistance to gay and
tesbian parents due to a lack of professional knowledge, petrasive invisibility of these
families, ild institutionalized homophobia. Gays and lesbians may be refused
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treetment (DiBella, 1979) or encouraged to meld into an amiable heterosexual
orimtation (Davison, 1991). This has serious direct implications for clinicians and,
morE importantly, lesbians and their frmilies.
To deal with these implimtions, practitioners must work on a number of levels
to confront their own values and homophobic perspectives, dorelop clinical
understanding of lesbian-specific issues, and develo,p legitimate treatment models.
This involves a self-examination of anitudes as if working with cross-culture or sross-
class individuals (tiwsky, 1988; Crawford, 1984 and raining qpecific to the
population group. It also involves a conscious effort to expand their clinical
knowledge base. Normative information about setfdefined families is conceptually
valuable for clinicians. For example, 'lYeston (199U describes the "fictive kin'
family relationships among gay men and lesbian women and the importance this non-
biological family plays in peoples' lives. A 1989 study by Rudolph showed a positive
change in clinician attitudes and therapeutic effectiveness following a multimodel
fraining worlshop focusing on information about gay men and lesbians, as well as
qpecielized counseling issues.
In addition, there is a need to develop treatment models, free from cultural
bfu, which emphasize the processual nature of family development (Edwards, 1987).
These must include understanding of the oppression faced by lesbians and knowledge
of lesbian experiences (Baptiste, 1987; Shaw, 1989; Kir@trick, 1991). Tttis is
especially imperative for clinicians in nrral areas where lesbian invisibility perpetuant
problems in accessing support services (D'Augelli, Collins, & Ilart, 1987). As
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clinicians faciliate resolution of grief and loss issues associated with living in a
heterosexist environment, according to Ritter and O'NeilI (1989), gay men and
lesbian women will not be viewd as pathotogical individuals but rather as visionaries
in healing and justice making.
Mirmring this leck of relwant training and cultural homophobia is an absence
of research literatrlre. Perhaps signifying society's general disappnoval of
homosexuality, little data is available in mainstream academic literature about lesbian
family forrnation and the lesbian experience of parenting (Koepken llare, & Moran,
L992; Crawford, 1987; McCandlish, 1984. Again noteworthy is the lack of research
focusing on couples who decide to parcnt within the context of their lesbian
parherships. A need exists, therefore, for research specific to these determined and
intentional lesbian parents as they create families of choice.
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REYIEWOFffi
current literanrre addr*$s.s legat child custody issues, psychotogical 
appraisals
of children in lesbian-headed families, and, in a umit€d sense, 
descriptive experiences
of lesbian parenthood (Evans, 1gg0). scant resmrch is aveilable which focuses 
on
intentionat lesbian mothers, those who choose mothertrood 
within the context of their
lesbim identities. Ttris research, unfortunatery, is generally 
unpublished and remains
on,y on library thesis and dissertation strelves. A review of 
published matErial,
however, does lend useful information in conce,ptualizing 
lesbian parenthood and
providing a foundation for further study'
Child CustodY Issues
In child custody court cases, lesbian mothers faEe significant 
risks in obtaining
and mainuining parental rights. when their idenfty is known, lesbian 
mothers who
go to trial will lose custody of their children 5096 of the time (Falk, 1989)' Ttris 
has
significantry improved from 1g?0, where onry 1% of resbian mothers 
maintained
custody of their children (McCandlish, 1987). courts, relying on value-based
assumptions, utilize much discretion when apprying 'in the be$t interest 
of the child'
precept. A parent,s affectionar preference is considered relevant by the 
court in this
discussion.
Generally based upon fear rather than fact, court assumptions 
about lesbians
are utilized in making custody determinations. These often 
reflect myths about
lesbian lifestyles and maternal abilities. The court creates a distinction 
betrueen being
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e lesbian as a preference venils a practice; determinations have been made that
prohibit women from being in a lesbian rclationship if they wish to maintain custody
of their children (Hunter & Polikoff, 1976). TldB indicates a societal image of lesbian
mothus as seducers of their danghters, emasculatoru of sons, and teachers of hatred
toward men (Beck, 19E3).
Concerning maternal attitudes, nesearch indicates no srgnifrcant differences
betrreen lesbian mothers and their heterosexual counterparts (Kir@trick, 1987; Falk,
1989). Interesting to note is research which shows lesbians may have a greater child-
oriented approach to parenting than heterosexual women ffiIler, facobsen, & Bigner,
1981). Similarities in marital and pregnancy histories, child-rearing attitudes, Bnd
lifestyles are noted among lesbians and divorced heterosexual mothers ffi@trick,
1987). Although no evidence demonstrates that lesbian mothers are unfit parents,
courts may view them as negatively different and may utilize this rationale in custody
determinations (trwin, 198 l).
Child Ilevelopment
In response to child custody issues and lesbian parenting abilities, current
literature also addresses the psychological development of children raised in lesbian-
headed families. The child's gender and sexual development has received much
attention. The peryetnated assumption is that children rais€d in lesbian families will
have a tendency to be homosexual as adults. No theory in developmental psychology
supports this conclusion; in factn terbian (and gay) parents tend to raise heterosexual
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children (Green, 1982; Basile, 1974). Research of children in homosexual and
heterosexual fanrilies shows no significant differences in their gender identity, sex role
behaviors, or sexual orientation (Koepke, Hare, & Moran, 1992; Golombok, Spencer,
& Rutter, 1983; Iloeffer, 1981; Green, Mandel, Hotvedt, GfiIY, & Smith' 1986;
Kir@trick, Smith & Roy, 1981). Utilizing role modeling thesry, Gottman's (1989)
shrdy of gender development and sexrnl orientation of adult-aged daughters who werE
rais€d in tesbian-headed families showed no aridence these women were morE likely
to be lesbians. Unforhrnately, eradicating this assumption promotes another myth: to
"become' homosexual is perceived as less desirable than being heterosexual.
The underlying shortcoming of this comparative research, however, is the
comparison of lesbian mothers and their children to the heterosexual studerd
(polack, 1g8T) and the values and role definitions of main$tream society (Polikoff,
lgBT). Studies that propose lesbian mothers arc just like other mothers dangerously
promote further invisibility of these famities and negate the positive models of lesbian
parenting (pollack, 1990; Egerton, 1990). Littte validity and recognition is given to
Iesbian mothers' creativity and determination in parenting. Studies within the lesbian
community show that lesbian mothers report strong parent-child relationships (I-evy,
l9g2; Ilarris & Turner, 1986; Turner, Scadden, & flarris, 1990) and positive family
envilonments which encourage tolerance for sensitivity to diversity (Koepke, Ilare, &
Moran, Lgg2; Ainslie & Feltey, 1991). Koe,pke, Ilare, & Moran (1992) also suggest
that lesbian couples with children report significantly higher relationship satisfaction
than lesbian couples without children. The authors note these findings are contrary to
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similer child-impact studies with heterosexual couples. Lesbian parents are,
consequently, developing coping sffitegies that chaltenge socieal nonns, acknowledge
lesbian identities, ffid promote human rights fl-evy, 1992).
Creeting Femity
Lite,rature, furthermorc, reflects the experiences of tesbians creating family.
Unlike the heterosexual culture's automatic mognition and validation of family life,
lesbians receive little acknowledgement or legitimacy as a family (Slater & Mencher'
l99l). In describing her exlrcrience of pregnancy, Vermeulen (1991) reporu
receiving immediate vatidation from colleagues and strangers as they assumed she was
in a heterosexual relationship. Society, in general, does not recognize lesbian families
and views them as unrelated, unconnected individuals. Governmental entities
disregard l%itimizing lesbian families and consequenttry promote discrimination in
workplace policies and benefits afforded to traditional definitions of families
(Ilorcnitz, 1991; Slavin, 1991; Ben-Asher, 1990). There is some indication of this
changing as individual cities and states extend human rights protection to gay men and
tesbian women. Forming a family and chmsing parenthood, nonetheless, becomes a
strategized process requiring resarch, planning, and pre,pamtion for these mothers
(Silber, 1990).
Although conservatives may denounce lesbians as anti-family, the lesbian
perqpective is rich in the family conce,pt (Riley, 1988). Lesbians, rather than
destroying family, arE some of its most avid supporteffi (Ricketts & Achtenberg'
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lggg). Silber's (1gg1) study noted e common thread of the commitment tesbian
couples have to their families and the phenomenon ttrat these women are creating a
version of the staldardized nuclear family structure. This nuclear family structurE
includes two parrrcrs c+parenting, thus influencing emotionat and ftrancial stahility
of the system (DiI4i, 1g88; Gibbs, 1988; Clunis & Green, 1988). Other systems'
such as kinship networks and living in collectives, teflect additionat cteative avenues
for pare.rrting (Ri1ey, 1988; copper, lgBA. Bozeil (1984 further contends there is no
such entity as a gey or lesbian family; there are single custodial families, stqF
families, ild co-parent and communal families. This tinguistic conceptualieation,
however, minirniues the diversity of these families and the stnrcturing of the system'
The concept of family formation was a cenual focus in Benkov's (1990) study
of tesbian lnrenting. In her research, intenriews werE held with t*renty women who
had chosen to become parents subsequent to their lesbian identities. These women
defined family in relational, in addition to biological, terms. Forming fanrilies wiu a
creation of their experience. As reflected by Benkov:
The multipte issues inherent in the family formation process are
differentially weighted and organized for individuals de,pending on their
particutar histories, contexts and approaches to the world.
Furthermore, in lmking at this proce.$s it is not possible to neatly draw
Iines benreen individual histories (and perspectives), and broader
cultural phenomena. @- 224')
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Eerrkov concluded her research provided a guide, though incomplete, for clinicians
concerning the lesbian parenting process.
In reviewing the literature, a significant gap exists when examining the conce,pt
of family as a conce,pt of choice: lesbien couples (without children from previous
heterosexual relationshipu) deciding to patent. Ainstie & Feltey (1991) re,port the
le$bian women in their shrdy who conceived through donor insemination experienced
the process of pregrrancy, birttl, and parcnting differently than lesbians who had
children in a heterosexual context. To date, little information is published or easily
accessible which describes these experiences.
Considering the legal and cultural deterrents, it is courageous that lesbians
choose to parent. Their unique stnrggle is often in isolation, in the absence of
support systems. The questions remain: what are the emotional needs of lesbian
couples as they go through the process of chmsing parenthood? t#hat do they
identify as needing from their paflner, their family+f-origin or selfdefined families,
the lesbian community, their friendstrip group, professional clinicians, and religious
institutions? \ilhat are the implications of this for family practitioners? If the
anticipated growttr in lesbian families holds true, the issues surrounding lesbian
motherhood wiil continue to b€ reis,ed ffid, hopefully, addressd. A beginning stEp
in considering thes€ issues is to study the process leshien couples experience as they
choose to lnrent. An exploratory analysis would lend descriptive information to other
lesbians and the professionals whom they may involve during this process.
L2
RESEARCH DESIGN
Theoretical Flamework
Considering societal constraints and the cultural tension to maintein anonymity,
lesbians blend into an almost invisible existence. Until recently, this is especially true
for le$biens with children (Kir@trick, 1984. The study of lesbian parenting,
therefore, holds chatlenges both in terms of methodologl, rs well as the focus of the
res€arch itself. For purposes of this research, a qualiative methodology was utilized
since its orienation is towards exploration and discovery.
In a 1986 study of lesbian communities, Hunnisett proposed an integrated
phenomenology franrework for research. Hetr methodology reflected prece,pts of
pounded theory: discovery and theory development viewed as a concturent process
(Charmez, 1983). This approach asserts that the participant's subjective
understanding of issues is valid. Patton (1987) similarly describes the process iN a
naturalistic inquiring in which the study focuses on naturally occurring events in an
effort to understand uniqre human settings, The content and maning of the
individual's experience is, subsequently, acknowledged as valuable for researeh
Pulpos€s.
In addition, the conce,pt of relational interaction between the researcher and
respondents is viewed as a technique in developing an accurate description of the
individuel's experience. In depth interviewing is an important source of qualitative
data. As an interactional process, the interview allows for participants to describe
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their situation in context of their experience. 'The ptupose of intenriewing, then,'
according to Patton (1987), 'is to allow us to enter the other lnrson's perspective' (p.
109). This approach places value on establishing a relationship benveen the
researcher and respondents i$ an avenrrc to cnnte an environment that encourages the
exctrange of valid information.
IlunniseB further blended her phenomenology ap,prcach with precepts of
feminist theory. The foundation of this theory involves a participant's desuiption and
explanation of her experiences (Hunnisett, 1980. In Silber's (1990) study of lesbian
parenting, feminist thmry was operationalieed as an inductive process of
understanding participants from their perspective. The res€arch data (women's
'stories') was analyzed by Silber for content as well as contradictions. Themes, then,
emerged within the focus of study. Patton (1987) also describes this creative process
as involving analysis and interpretation of the dau. Analysis reflects organizing and
categorizing the data, while interpretation explains descriptive patterns.
For the following research, a combination of the described qualitative
approaches was utilized to gather descriptive data. Inhercnt value was placed on the
subjwtive experiences of the lesbian parents intenriewed. The participatory,
interactional intenriew itself reflected an attempt to accurately gather information.
Analysis of this qualitative data was interpretive yet beneficial in synthesizing
common themes and patterns in women's experiences.
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Methodology
The focus of this research involvd identifying the psychrsocial issues of
lesbian couples as they d€cided to par€nt. I did not include single lesbians in this
resmrctr, ffi fl partiel focus was eliciting the needs of the couple itself as they
processed the option of parenting. This exclusion is not intended as a minimizafon
nor invalidation of single lesbian parents. The research questions involved identifying
the emotional needs of lesbian couples, from their perspectives, as they go through
the process of chmsing parenthood. \ilhat do they identify as needing from their
pafirer, their family-of-origin or their selfdefuied families, the lesbian community,
their friendstrip group, professional clinicians, and retigious institutions?
To address these research questions, interviews were held with frve lesbian
couples. I-esbian couple was operationalized as two women who identify themselves
as lesbians and are mutually committed to and responsible to each other. The
criteria for inclusion was obtained by self-report-
Operationalization of 'deciding to parent' was an equally significant aspect of
this resgarch. Since choosing to parent is an intentional, purposeful decision for
lesbians once they have acknowledged their affectional preference or sexual
orientation, the pfilcess of deciding o parent is the phase of discussing having a child,
contemplating the issues surrounding this, and reaching a tentative agreement- For
the purpose of this study, lesbian couples who re,port having contemplatd this process
and were either actively pursuing conception or adoption, ilE pregmnt, or have given
hirth or adopted within the last two years were included. The intent was to obain
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information from couples who can recall the recent experience of this decision-making
Process.
Within these operational definitions, a sample of frve lesbian couples (ten
participants) was secured through a word-of-mouth approach. This method is
commonly practiced when studying lesbians due to thc invisibility of these families.
The sampling technique involved souruul through pmfessors at two universities and
personal contacts. These sources contacted couplec who met the sampling sritEria. If
the couples expressed interest in participating, their names and telephone numbers
werE provided to me. I then initiated telephone contacts with the couples, confirmed
their interest in participating, and mailed a consent form (see Appendix A). The
geographic arm of the sample was an upper-Midwest state; the location of participants
will not be disclosd to insure confidentiality.
lVhen the sanrple of five couples was secured, interviews were held with the
couple ilr a unit. The interviews lasted benreen one to two hours in length. An
intenriew guide (see Appendix B) with open-ended questions faciliated the data
collection, but equal attention on fleribility within the process was emphasized. fitis
encouraged participants to offer additional relevant infornration. Due to the relational
aspects of the interview proaess and the participatory emphasis for respondents to
broaden the topic ffiffi, a pre-test of the interview guide was completed only through
utilizing feedback from colleagues. Location of the interviews were mutually agreed
upon by ttre participants and researcher. A$ anticipated, these occurred in the privacy
of ttreir personal homes. With the permission of the participants, the interviews were
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audio-ta@ and transcribed in an effon to accurately record data. Participants were
given the o,ption sf utiliTing their first names or changing their names in my reporting
of the data; their requests were respected accordingly. A demographic information
sheet (see Appendix C) was completed by the participants after the interview process.
In analyzing the data, I listened to the tapes to verify the accuracy of the
transcribed marerial. The written documents werE thm eread for the second tirne,
and data was gleaned from each utilizing the interrriew guide format. The data was
further analyzed within the qpecifrc topic areas wherc information was collected.
The sample $ize, although smalL, provided descriptive data on the women's
experiences. It is considered valid utilizing the phenomenology theoretical framework
described preniously. The limited sarnple prohibited genemlizability, yet lent
epplicable information that is non-existent in current literarure. In analyzing the date
ohtained, a focus was placed on extracting common themes from the participants'
experiences. Parallel emphasis was placed on identifytng differences or
contradictions. Furthermorc, a discussion of these themes is included as it rclates to
the validation of lesbian parenting and potential issues for famity clinicians.
L7
PRESEI{TATION OF THE DATA
Samnle Characteristics
The study was comprised of frve couples (ten participnts) whose ages ranged
from 33 to 53 years. Of the women who werE thc biological mothers, adoptive
mothers, or werE attempting to conceive thlough alternative insemination, their ages
ranged ftom 33 to 39 years with an average age of 36. Ttrc eges of the non-
biologicat or initial adoptive mothers (two women legally adopted their parfiter's
children) ranged from 35 to 53 years \dth an average age of 43. Three of the
families had children within the context of their lesbian parherstrip; their children
were between 13 and 18 months old u'ith the average age of 15 months. (Iwo of
these f,rmilies were also blended families where the older partrrers had childrcn from
prcvious heterosexual marriages. These children were all adutts with only one of the
children still living within the home setting.) The remaining two families in the
sample were actively attempting to conceive through artificial insemination.
In terms of ethnicity, all of the participants were €ucasian. They werie higtly
educated: one completed high school plus one additionat y€ar of ducation; three had
their bachelor's degrees; six finished their master's degrees. Their occupations were
largely professional positions with trro participants describing themselves as either
half-time or full-time at-home mothers. The mean combined annual income of these
families was $50,001-$60,0ffi. As a couple, the participanu averaged 66 hours/week
working outside the home, with a m€an of 7? hours/week. Within each couple, at
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lest one partrrcr was working fuIl-time (3F40 hours/week) outside the home.
In presenting the experiences of the women, iflitial consideration is given to
their developmental process as individuals, as couples, Iild as families. Their
defrnitions within these categories include: lesbian id€ntity, couple identity, decision
to parent, choices in parenthood, ild experiences of motherhmd. The following
signifres key themes which reflect ttteir life stories.
L€sbian Identity
As individuals, the participants' awareness of their lesbian identity emerged at
differing ages. During their pre-teen years, two women had a sense of themselves as
being different from their peers.
(tilarcia) I knew, although I didn't know what the words were or had no,
you know, verbatly identification from my sexuality, but ['m sure that I
tnew when I was eight, nine years old. . . I'm one of those people, of
courre, that grew up on the '50s and '60s when people didn't really say
the word homosexual or gay or lesbian, I joked before and said that once
I lmked in the dictionary to s€e if the words were there.
Marcia's experience of this reflected a personal awareness without the availability of
language to describe this feeling.
Similarly, six of the women recalted becoming aware of their lesbian identities
during the late teen yeius and early twenties.
(Iulie) When I went to college, I think it was the second year, I got into
my first tesbian relationship and it just sort of happened. I always say I
was a lesbian before I knew what the word was and the definition sort of
came later.
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(Margaret) Probably when I was about 16, I had a very clear idea that
there was something different about me, . . I fell in love with the
cheerleader rather than a fmtball player.
They experienced or sensed a difference about themselves, but that tnowledge was
limitd by their greater sosial contexts. T\ryo women elso indicated their identities
emerged when they w€re in their early tldrties. Most of the women in this sample,
therefore, hed a sense about their lesbian idcntity by their early-adult years.
Subsequent to an ewareness of their lesbien identities was the process of
disclosure. All ten participants werc out to their significant friendship groups; eight
werE out to their coworkert and families+f-origin. For some, this process lvas an
intentional, deliberate statement of their personhood.
(Patricia) For me, my coming out pftleess was definitely involved around
the feminist movement. f'm one of those people in the middle of the
Kinsey Scale. Coming out was e process of a political and emotional
decision about who I wanted to spend my time with and all that kind of
stuff. so I definitely relate my coming out b my feminism.
(Amy) At the very beginning, my prents are yery, I suppose you could
catl them very fundamentalist kind of Christian fol*s, and their first
response was that my mom said something lihe, that most of her friends
would rather see their children dead than like that (lesbian). So, it was
a very difEcult thing for them to deal urith and it has been a lot of work.
There wetre points in time where I had to insist that I wasn't going to be
e part of their lives unless they acce,pted who I was and accepted my
paruler. Now my parents are at the position that they're both really good.
These experiences appear to signiff a conscious strength and determination within
their own Process of acknowledging their identities and disclosing this inforrnation.
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A corresponding strength is noted in the decision not to disclose affectional
preference. For the two participants who have chosen not to be out to their families,
therc is a certain respect for individual processes and timeliness.
(Carol) (I'm) not (out) to my family, not even to my own children (adult
children), although I think they know it, but they choose not to vocalizeit. And our decision wffi, since I had enough time to frgure myself out
and worked into it slowly, when they reach a point that they want to
qrcstion me, then I u/ill answffi. But if they don't want me to vocalize it,
rneyhe they don't want to hear the answers. That's the way I feel about
it.
Although this did not mirror the experiences of the majority of the participants, it
rEpresented a significant reality for one couple. For all the women, howerrer,
manegfutg information about their lesbian identities wiu a conscious judgement.
In summtr!, all of the participants were aware of their lesbian identities for a
number of years. Understanding and acknowtedging these identities was described as
a proce$l. \Vhether they chose to or not to disclose this to others, the women
re,ported an integrated respect for and pride in their identities. The majority had
vocalized this to their significant support $oups.
Couple ldentity
As couples, the women portrayed their relationships with each other as mutual
parherships. The length of these relationships ranged from betrreen five to twelve
years, with the average of seven years. Their description of this commitment
reflected analogies to the traditional concept of marriage.
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(Diane) 1Ue actually had a commitment cercmony about two years rgo,
so I think we have been togettrer about seven years. We see us as
married.
(Amy) For me, what it means to be a couple is that we have a very derp
and abiding commitment to one another to stmre werything essentially that
we have financially, qpiritually, emotionally, socielly, sexually, . , 'lil'e
work very trard to meintain our relationstrip, I tldrk, flnd we've sought out
the kinds of supports and rtxnuruExr that will help us maintain our
commitment in sur relationship. Those are not y€ry easy to find in our
community. TherE are not a lot of supports and often times members of
our community are really not supportive of people staying together and are
wen counter-supportive of some.
From these experiences, it was clear that the couples defined themselves as mutually
responsible to each other with the expectation of and hope for long-term
commitments.
The women, in addition, described the experience as being a couple an a
source of strength in the absencc of other supports or acknowledgements.
(Mercia) \He basically, ffi f, couple, had little or no support other than
each other. . . f feel like we are the couple we are today because all we
had was each other. We didn't know other people (Iesbians).
(PaEicia) It's a lot easier to b€ out when you're in a couple, too, because
you have that better context to come out. You don't have to say I'm a
lesbian. You can say Pam and I this, and Pam and I this, and Pam and
I this, and Pam and I are having a baby too! It just becomes obvious to
people. It's much easier to be out.
The participants, therefore, rEpresented couples who were grounded in their
partnerships and placed a great deal of value on these commitments. These
partnerships were an integral aspect in the decision-making process to parent.
,rr)
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Decision to Parent
within these partnerships, the women negotiated their intentions to or not to
panent- In four of the couples, one of the partners had a stronger desire to have
children. Both partrrers in the fifth couple wanted ctrildren and werc both open to
pursuing conception. The discussion concerning perenting was initiated early in the
relationships in four of the couples. T\+'o of these experienced initiat resistance from
their parfrcrs to the subject.
(Patricia) I tnrsted Pam right away. I felt like we were tike an old
married couplg alrEady. I fett really comfortable, so even though we
started talking long-term plans very soon in the retrationstrip, just Uil.r*
we could tell thet there was e po$bitity of a long-term reiiionship. At
that point in my Hft, one of the first things r said to pam: 'r'm soing mhave a baby.' she said she nef,rer planned on that.
(Pam) We made agreements around Panicia having a bahy and me
somehow being there but not being the parent, which *i" rot unrealistic
but at that point, that's how we coula oa with it.
(-S*Oyl \ilhen we first met, we fell in love, so I decided to lay it on theline right in the start thet I wanted to have children. Her (paitner) kids
werE adolescents at the time and stnrggting through all that; and trouble
with her ex (husband), and she didn'iwani ts hear a word about another
child. I pretty much said 'we'll rclfr about it nowr but fi is going tohappen.'
ConverselY, two couples who discussed parenting earty in the relationship did not
experience this initial apprehension.
(Ju1ie) I had. thought I would never be a parent. That never
crossed my mind that I would not be a parent. . . About the time that I
met Carol, f was thinking about it on and off sort of passively. I told her
that that was really something really important to me. So she kind of
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came in on it after I had already decided ttut this was something that I
was going to do.
(Jane) (We've talked about having children) since the very beginning.
We've always said that if we could have them naturally, we'd probably
have about l0 by now. And we would have had them right eway.
For the fifth couple, the discussion of parenting took place after they were in the
rclationship for two yqam. Similar to the other couples, one parher had a stronger
intention to parcnt than the other.
(Diane) I definitety have been the initiator through most of the proses$
because the stronger urge to parent has been mine throughout the
relationship. . . Sy'e decided to live with the fact that we would not try and
I found I could not live with that. Whet happened for me was I wanted
to be able to live with it, but I couldn't guarantee that in five years I
would not be so resentful that it would damage the rclationship. I just
couldn't get past this desire to try.
Within all the couples, the decision was made to try to parent. AII of the couples had
tried (or are trying) artificial insemination, although one couple attempted to pursue
adoption prior to insemination. This decision to parent, however, wfls made after
intense discussions of the issues prioritized within each couple's perspective.
Varying from couple to couple, the length of these discussions ranged from
two to twelve years. The concerns addressed during this time involved issues
embrasing them as individuals, as paftiers, and as a family. The individual issues
included such areffl as completing their education and attaining professional security
in their itrea of work. As a couple, the issues reflected a need for a re+ommitment
to their parhership, negotiation of roles and responsibilities, ffid financial s€curity.
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As a family, the areas addressed included planning proqp*tively on the issues the
children may face in an homophobic culture and contemplating how to obtain support
for them; decreasing time on their jobs to qpend more time caring for the child; and
'nesting' (deciding where to live, buyrng a home, etc.). All of these areas reflect the
couple posturing themselves for parerrthood.
Choices in Earenthood
Subsequent to this decision are the choices available for parenthood. Two
couples wert foster parents prior to pursuing adoption and/or conception. Four
couples chose to pursue conce,ption by artificial insemination, with one couple later
pursuing adoption due to infertility. The fifth couple chose adoption first hut later
pursued insemination when the adoption process was not successful.
All of the couples, nonetheless, considered conception through artifrcial
insemination iN a viable choice. For some, this reflects an inner wish to e4lerience
the birtldng process.
(Patricia) I really wanted to be pregnant. That wes my main goal in life
. . .I wanted to go through the pregnancy and birthing and everything.
It was a very important thing to me, so we never discussed adoption.
(Iane) If it (artifrcial insemination) doesn't work with me, then she's
(partner) willing to at least try. I've wanted to get pregnant all my life.
Prior to pursuing conception, many choices were discussed. These included:
researching lesbian-sensitive medical institutions; exploring adoption legalities for the
non-biological mothers; deciding between known versus unlnown sperm donors and
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the legal and financial implications of both; and preparing for the timing of the
insemination by rigorously ctraning fErtility cycles.
fitis experience of artifrcial insemination wes en emotionally trying time for
couples. The procesn of carefully following menstrual cycles to pinpoint ovuliation
and the u*aiting perid after insemination was described eB a roller coaster of high
hopes and low disappointments.
(Margaret) Part of it, I ttrink, had to do with how difficult emotionally
the process is. It seems like Es would do it for a few months and then
one or both of us would feel like this is realty stressful; this is really sad.
This is a roller coaster emotionally.
(Julie) Everyday our trife wes pretty regulated in some way or another and
sort of desensualized. And the emotional part hadn't even started, the
roller coaster hadn't eyen started $'ith that.
For two women, this process resulted in identifying infertility and sub-fertility
resulting in an inability to conceive. The discussion of parenting, then, was
reopened.
When infertility became an issue, choices were again addressed. In one
couple, the decision was made to adopt a child. In the other couple, the partner
pursued conception.
(Pun) . . . it seemed like what happened was by the infertility happening,
then all our processing and negotiating came out then. . . I mean, we did
an incredible amount of it by any standard our society would look at. I
het a heterosexual couple who decided to have a child, we probably did
10 times more than them. . . By the time we actually became parents, I
think we were probably counseled and negotiated and processed. And it
still threw a lot of surprises at us.
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This process required intense discussion concerning the couple's intent to parent and
negotiation of ado,ption es an option.
,Similar to the roller coaster of the insemination process, adoption also proved
to he an emotional experience. It involved seeking tesbien-sensitive agencies and
dealing with institutiorralized homophobia.
(Amy) We've been pursuing adoption for. . . ir yeu: and a half. There
werE a number of possibi[ties of childttn. . . For various realnns,
including one based on our affectional preference, they (the adoptions) fell
apart and just didn't work. Therc was one (adoption) in particuhf, . . .
the social worker. . . felt we would be a wonderful match and we started
down that road and alking with her about these children. fuId we were
interested in pursuing that further. She contacted the foster parents where
the children lived and the foster mother had this. . . huge emotional
reaction to the fact that we we,re lesbians. fuid she would, in fact, she
told us she would do everything she could to sabotage any transition. . .
That hasn't been a wonderful experienc€. . . Thert wes something very
distasteful about having all of these strangent being able to make
judgements about our abilities to parent and often really erroneous
judgements,
In addition, one couple experienced the adoption process iu resembling the birthing
process
(Carol) There is a big difference in having your own child and adopting
a child, but therc is a birth to both of them and its very pflinful. . . People
should knsw that you don't lmk at a woman who has adopted and go,
'Oh, you adopted then you don't know what its like to give birth.'
This woman was sharing her perspective as birth mother, as well as the co-parent of
an adopted daughter.
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Comparing the experiences of parenting in previous heterosexual marriages
and in their currEut lesbian contexts, both participants (two women had children in
previous marriages) noted differences in their experience*. These differences,
reflected a radical differcntiation in role responsibilities and partner expectations.
(lilarcia) llthen I had kids beforc, I basically was a single palent. I never
had any help. I worked full-time" I did it alL didn't have
companiondrip, no physical help, no emotional sup,port.
(Carol) Palenting with Julie is so mrch easi€r than it was with my ex-
husband because, probably, the relationship is so much better and my
identity is now known to myself. . just seemed to meld into what
needs to be done and it just gets done. . . 'WherEas with fo€, it was quite
a bit different. flis expectations were the perfect little family tlpe thing
and very much the 'kave it to Beaver' stuff.
Within their lesbian-headed families, there appeared to be greater role flexibility, role
erpitl, and relationship satisfaction for these women.
Erperiences of Mothertood
Within the context of parenting, the role of "mother" was an issue for the
women. Four couples addressed who would be called 'mothero: two decided on a
differentiation between 'mama" and 'mommy'; one decided to refer to the crparent
as 'Aunt'; the fourth had not yet delineated ternrinology, The fifth couple hadn't
discussed the language part of this issue, though saw themselves both in this role.
(Pun) I thfu* for him (son), we both do so much the same. 'We'tre both
his caretakers and so that we have the same narne doesn't seem that odd.
In our culfure, we're just raised in this one way, that we have one mamma
and we assume it.
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(Iulie) I cerainly do view Carol as a parent" She has alt the parenting
rcsponsibilities that anybody else has.
A common theme, however, dft all the couples was a sense that both women would
be considerd parents and assume caretaking responsibilities. For those couples
without children, thig was a theoretical discussion. For the tlrec couples with
toddlers, this was a rcality in practice.
The experience of motherhood held both struggles and pleasures. The
struggles reflected adjustments associated with caring for a child: getting up in the
nighu, dealing with slee,p de,privation, ananging schedutes to accommodate the child's
needs, etc.
(Patricia) \then you have a child after you have infertility. . . We have
infenility as a couple. It very much feels like Joah was the culmination
of a long time and trying to get pregnant. , . It stilt felt tike the end
culmination of this really long stnrggle.
The struggles also reflected a pre,paration for potential homophobic responses by
social institutions. This preparation was a proactive stance to prevent further
restraints in their efforts to parent.
(Sandy) We asked her (county adoption social worker) right out: 'Are
you uncomfortable with us irs a lesbian couple in this sitr,ution?' Because
we decided right now, if we felt like we were going to be discriminated
against or have a bad time by somebody that just couldn't stand to look
at us or whatever, wE just didn't even want to bother with this one.
In addition, the pleasures of parenting revolved around the concept of being a family.
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(It{arci$ We want peo,ple to think of us as e family, . . There is a lot of
alternative tl?e families being sneated. 'We'rc just one of those. . . V[e
wetE awful haprpy before we had her (daughter). I guess its bliss now.
It's a wonderftrl experience to have a child and love a child and nurhrre
and raise a child in a loving, committEd, healthy relationship.
This value associated with family was e common theme for the participnts.
To summarize, these welt wom€n who wanted to parent, who wanted to raise
children, who conceptualized family in this form. It meant for them a reaffirmation
of their commitment to each other as parurcnl and an openness to discuss parenthood.
As their experiences reflected, this prrrsuit of parenting involved a birth-like pfircess
of its o[YIl. Consequently, psycho-social issues arose within the contexts of their
suplrcrt networls.
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hYchrSocial Nepds
The primary focus of this research involved describing and identifying the
psycho-social needs of le$ian couples during their process in choosing parenthood.
As already preserrted in prenious soctions, this process involved time, effort, and
strategic planning. With this as a foundation, the following is a summation of the
needs these women expressed from their perErcrs, ft* families, the lesbian network,
their friendsttip support systems, pmfessional clinicians, and retgious institutions.
Issues With Partner
Concerning the needs of the parfirer dyad during their proces$ in deciding to
parent, rcpetitive themes thmughout the couples' experiences were noted. These were
identifred as the need for an affirmation of their commitments to mch other, zupport
for the women pursuing conception and/or adoption, ild acknowledgment of the
partrter's willingness to be open to this discussion. In pursuing parenthmd, the
couples exprEssed the need to confirm their commitments to each other as lifetime
parEretrs.
(Amy) I think the thing that we needed most, at least thet I needed most,
was a feeling, a re-commitment to our relationship. It was really
imporant for me to not even consider adding children to our relationship
that I wasn't absolutely sure I was committed to it, that I wasnit
absolutely sure whether Jane was commiued to. That was ttg most
important thing for me at least,
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For one couple, this confirmation culminated with a ceremony. For others, it was a
private exchange of commitment promises, a reiteration of trust in their partnership.
Indi\ridrJallY, the women also expressed a ned for support from their parmer
during the decision-making process. This was especially true for the women who felt
the greater desire to perent and werB the initiators of the discussion"
(Iulie) I think what I needed druing that time was to know it was the
right time to do it. . ' I thiflk from Carof what I needed was just rupeonb say that whatever I decided was decided. . . I know there were times
when she felt really out of that, sort of like this big cloud around me.
sometimes she came into it and sometimes she *rrnit.
(Diane) I think the reversal of what I needed from her was knowing she
was trying- I thhk that was reatly the turning point. For awhile, it-was
1 Power struggle between us of who was going to get to control thisdeision- . once ldargaret was willing to make that effort, it 1ga,uydiffused the issue between us.
For their parfirers, a reciprocal area of need was the actnowledgement of their
openness and willingness to be a part of this decision.
(Margaret) f'v-e always needed from Diane is just an actnowledgement
of where I reatly am in this process: the acknowledgement that I amtrying; that I am putting effort into this; that rm not jusistuck in one spot
with my heels dug in; that I am rmlly trying with tirir. . . not heing the
one to call the shots t+ith it and I'm willing to give and trying; beflexible.
(carol) we had talked about it a lot, so I knew it was going to happen
and I knew I wanted Julie to parent. I was waiting for lilie to make thedecision when it would happen. . . She had that wn[rc phn started and we
had discussions on how to get the two of us into it, Gcause I wanted to
be a Frt of it, but I did not want to be a domineering part.
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In addressing these needs, the women idffitified direct communication as the main
av€nue for resolution. According to Jane, that involved 'lots of talking, tons, "
After becoming parerrts, the couples' telationships were influenced by the
ptrcelts. For one couple, this was espccially a time of renegotiatins a normalcy in
their lives after experiencing traumatic events during their conce,ption prccess.
(Patricia) Orrce it was all over, we had a baby and errerything, w€ didn't
know how to be a couple without struggle and pin and grief. Ttrat our
rclationstrip, because we started the process of me trying to get pregnant
so early in the relationship and then it became a really painful, grief-
ridden ffng, and my mother got cancer. . and that was painful urd
grief-ridden. Our relationship became the way we learned how to become
a couple centered around supporting each other through grief and pain
. . . \Ye kind of had tro relearn how to be a couple with all the problems
that are just ordinary.
This, too, was a proes$l of solidifyrng their entity as a couple, just as they had done
at the beginniflg of their pursuit towards parenting.
Issues with Family
In terms of defining famity, all participants saw their families-of-origin within
this definition. The two couples in which the partners had children previous to their
lesbian relationship also included this as a tlpe of blended family. Four couples,
furthermore, had a broader experience of family and included non-biologically related
individuals who were significantly involved with their family system.
(Parn) Polly is Aunt Polly and she is my close friend, but she is also 16
years older than me. She has kind of taken care of me in different ways
through my life. . . She's definitely been family to loall since the
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$tart. . . 'We have a really, reatly strong lesbian community that 1r'e are
a part of who arc raising itritUren. lYhat we see f,rith them is that they all
have a friend that becomes a frrrily rnember to their child-
(Jane) I would also say that in thc last coupte of years we'Ye gotten really
close to a gay male couple, . . Ttey'te like our brothers and so they are
incrdibty imponant to us. lYc spend a lot of timc with them, so'I would
consider-ttrem family. . . Wc also tetked with one of them about ttle
potgntiel to b€ a known donor. . . ffe b€came vtry responsible with the
ih*ght of fathering this child. . . It was really Putting a strain on our
relationship. 'We said that if this woutd put any kind of snain on our
relationship, wG certainly don't want to do it. We'd rather preserve that
because I wouldn't want b lose that. But es uncles, they're Yery
comfortable with that mle.
From the experiences offered, this formation of family provided a creative avenue to
obtain practical support, such as assistance \Hith child care, and emotional stability by
broadening their support foundation. Of rclevance to note, however, is that the
families did not share common living space with these individuts-
In response to their family's reactions to their decision to parent, couples
focused on their biological relatives. Four of the women who werc the
biologicaUadoptive mothers (or were attempting to conceive) experienced a range of
good to excellent support from their families. Of the four, one woman has not
disclosed her lesbian identity to her parents; she has received support in her effort to
adopt her daughter but has done so as a 'single parent' rather than a lesbian parent in
her family,s perqpective. For the three sther women, however, the support cirme
only after a period of adjustment, a time for these families to process the idea of their
lesbian daughter parenting.
(Iane) Well, mine (family) is, I mean its been a process for them too.
it wasn't jusi, I mean it was immediate acce,ptance and yet it's been a lot
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of hard work and education. It's very much paid off though . . . I told
my family I was going to start trying to get pregnant next month. fuid so
my mother immediately is trying to figure out baby names . . . The first
time Amy and I broached the subject of pregrrancy eight, nine years f,Eo,
thc first thing my mom said rras, 'WeIl, it'll never be a grandchild of
mine.' That's Hnd of where they came from.
They (perents) arc v€ry excited ahout grandchildren and they
would really love to see this trappen. I think they had just a really shon
pedod of ttrinking it was weird. They got excited really fast, so they are
Yery sulrportive.
(Pem) We didn't tell them (parcnts) I was pregnant until I was 16 weeks
(along) . . . It wes a very dfficult perioo with my family . . . we thought
it would be most difficult with the different generations . . . lYhat it came
out to be was that my grandparents were the best, ffiy parents were pretty
good, and my sisters totally lost it.
Exce'pt for Pam's experience with her sisters, most of the participants felt they
received support and encouragement from their siblings.
Contrary to these experiences, Sandy received a hostile reaction from hcr
palents. They presumed she, as a lesbian, would not and should not have children.
(Sandy) (their response was) negative. Actually, I guess the exact quote
would be: 'How could you do this to a child?' Then after I lost the first
child (in a miscarriage), they were actually pleased, I guess . . . thinking
that (was) telling me that maybe I would think about what I was doing.
In other words, (they were) putting ircnos$ that the reason I had the
miscariage was because it wasn't right for me to have a child.
After Sandy gave birth ti lessica, her parents acknowledged Jessica as their
granddaughter yet have not extended the same excitement and doting as they givc to
their other grandchildren. This has been and continues to bc an area of pain and loss
for Sandy as she contemplates having another child.
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Furthermore, the non-biologicat mothers generally received acknswledgement
and support from their families. Thi$, too, was a conce,ptual and emotional process
towards mutrul understanding.
(Patricia) They (IrarEnts) werE waiting for this grandchild . . . but I
think there was homophobia involved though. I deftritety think that part
of their doubts had to do with homophobia . . . I think there was stuff
about what would people ttrink; how were they going ts tell people at
church their daughter's pregnant? (Note: Patricia was unable to conceive
drc to subfertility.)
In respect for this prooe$t, two of the non-biological mothers waited (or arc waiting)
to tell their parents about their parenting intentions.
(Margaret) I was just going to wait to see what happened and then break
the news to them. I think it would be very difficutt for both my parents
to understand and accept this.
This waiting is an intentional d*ision to delay disclosing their choice to parent and
becomes an issue of selectively nranaging information: who !o tell and when.
In conjunction $rith their families' responses, the women identifid three areast
of validation they hoped for, and some received, fmm their relatives. Tlrese included
eliminating the presumption that lesbians cannot be parents, offering support through
the conception/adoption prccess, End acknowledging the women as a couple. In
referring to the first of these ar€as, the women expressed the need for their families to
broaden their focus by including the option of children.
(Jane) ffiat I need most from my family is) support, acceptance. Don't
talk me out of it, like they would never talk a heterosexual couple out of
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having children. f think that the standard becomes different for us.
You'd know, well, your lifestyle is so hard: why would you want to
bring a kid into thet? I hear that alt the time from people . . . If you
(family) don't want to give us support, wE won't be coming around. you
won't have us in your lives. We absolutely danard support and we
dsnand to be treatEd the same as everyone else.
(Pam) (I want them to he) just mting us likp any other couple who is
having a baby.
This also enailed the hope and expectation that their children would be recognized as
grandchildren.
Secondly, a common theme was the wish for families to be supportive through
the parenting prccess. Expressing excitement about the pregnancy/adoption, showing
interest in the mother's sinution (asking how doctor appointments went, hetping to
set-uP e nusery, EE.), and including them in farnily traditions such as baby showers
are aclnowledgements.that reflected su14rort.
(Sandy) (What I wanted was) unconditional love . . . I would have loved
to have heard congratulations when I told them I was pregnant.
Everything was negative . r . I wurt a relationship with my parents that
I'm not going to get.
Sandy's experience highlighted the absence of this support and the subsequent loss
issues associated with it.
LattlY, the women also identified as needing from their families an
acknowledgement of their entity as a couple. This recognition included seeing their
parher also i$ a mother.
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(Patricia) They (partner's parents) know they have to have, in order to
have a good relationship with Ioeh, they need to acknowledge me as his
mother and have a good relafiionship with me.
What the perticipants identified was the wish to be recognized i$ a couple, to receive
support during their decision-meking prccess to parent, and to celebrate this formation
of family. The absence of such supports, however, did not defer the couples' intent
to parcnt.
Response From I-esbian Network
In addition to families, another potential area of support for the participants
was the greater lesbian network. Within the sample, two women described
themselves as not involved with the lesbian community, six were to a certain extent,
and two were actively involved. The couples identified r*eiving mixed reqponses
fr,om their netwsrks when the topic of parenting was discussed.
(Patricia) So many lesbians would say: "Are you sure you want to have
a baby?' That was like a really common question for us when we did it,
for leshians to ask us that. And I thought, what a stupid question . .
People were really excited, too, because it was so different and everything
. . . it lot of happiness from it because it was such a novelty.
(Diane) It seems like sort of this mixed message of there is support for
you, but there still isn't a lot of visibility of people with kids . . . I think
that's changing . . . I've noticed more support groups, I've seen a couple
of support groups advertise for lesbians who are trying to get pregnant.
The experience of mixed messagen is, in part, a comparison with the responses
received from those outside their lesbian network.
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(Jane) That's b€en kind of weird to me because I think people are kind
of sul4mrtive . . . I've had a lot more support and excitement from the
hetercsexu,al community, from my heterosexual friends and co-workers.
The gay and lesbian peo'pte are like, I think it just brings out some of their
olfil issues, their own ideas, and a lot of them can't relate or don't want
to relate to that.
(Jutie) I got mort recognition fmm them (wortplace colleagues) than I
did from the lesbian community. r mean just from my friends, not from
the community per se. It really surprised me.
Relevant to this discussion is the historical difference benreen the heterosexuat and
homosexual cultrlral perspectives about children and ceremoniat rituats that
irccompany and celehrate these values.
(Amy) It's kind of like forcign and that's not a part of their rituals. Itns
becoming morc a part of the rituals of our community, but its really kind
of cutting edge . . . That's just not something that we're used to dealing
with: the idea of parenting and choosing parenting within the community.
(Carol) The follow-up: the showers and stuff that they, oh yeatr, they
were going to have this big shower and we're (lesbian network) just gonna
do all this stuff and blatr, blah, blah. None of it . . .
The birth of a child, from a hroader cultural context, is celebrated as a joyful event.
This is not yet futly the sinration within the lesbian community, although it appears to
be graduatly changing as noted by the couples' experiences,
Emerging as another common theme was the change in the couplesn interaction
with their lesbian network after their child was born/adopted. The three couples with
children reported a significant strift in who they maintained contact with and who
sustained contact with them.
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(Carol) It's interesting to see the ones ttut you do stay connected with
and (who) you don't keep up with because as interested as they wetre, I'm
not tm sure if it's because they'rc ef;raid of it or if they really think its not
right. They won't t lk about it, so I don't know.
(Il'Iarcia) One thing that we really came to realiue real fast . . . was tfiat
when you'rc gay or tesbian and you have children, you'rE in an entirely
different ball game than the rest of the pack
They reported a change in their daily routines to accommodate their child, thus
influencing their needs an a faurily and others' reslrcnse to this change.
To summadze, the women experienced a mixed reqlonse concerning parenting
from their lesbian networls. lYhat they identified as wanting from the community
was greater validation of lesbians choosing to parent and the support of rituals
celebrating this. A result of the acceptance may be more visibility of lesbian f-amilies
with children, thus increasing acc€ss to ttrese women and their families as mentffrt.
Response From Friendship Systems
Together with the lesbian community, friendship groups also exist as an arEa
of support. For the purposes of this study, the women did nst significantly
differentiate friendship systems from their families or lesbian and gay networls.
Most included work associates in this system; four couples reported receiving support
from their colleagues and one couple experienced a mixed rEqxlnse.
(Ivlarcia) \ilhen we had the baby, that was big shock for my staff. Some
of them just handled it fantastic and there's a couple of them that, to this
&y, don't want anything to do with me. (Ihey) think it's so bad.
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One woflurn expressed having friends that were s€parah than the couple's friendship
8rcuP, and this provided much needed support duing the decision-making pfi)cess.
(Margaret) I have other indiyidual, sil of individual friends, kind of
scperete from our relationship with Diane, that I've telked with about this
Prrocess. That's been really nice for me hecausc you're with people who
haven't b€en friends with Diane . . . I've gotten support from them.
In anticipation of having children, another couple foresees expanding their friendship
grcup to include lesbians with children.
(Amy) I'm sure that if and when we do have children, that we will
connect more with other lesbian couples. . . because then you're going to
want to share those kind of kid things.
In reviewing their experiences, tro particutar themes were identified as commonalities
within the area friendship grcups. This is possibly related to the inclusion of friends
in the earlier discussions about families and the lesbian community.
Issues With Clinicians
In contrast to personal support systems, professionat counseling wiut addressed
as an aYeilue of assistance for couples. For the purposes of this study, professional
counseling refers to therapeutic guidance and education offered by social workers or
psychologists. Eight of the women had sought counseling in relation to their
decision-making process or parenting issues; two women did not seek this
intenrrention. For the women who had not sought counseling, their input in this area
was based upon a hlpothetical view of the issues they saw as pertinent. The two
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common themes emerging from th. data are the nds for practitioners to understand
the impact of the oppression faced by these couples urd to appreciatc the process
involved in becoming parents 8s lesbinns.
understanding the oppression fef€d by lesbians involves knowtedge of the
broader culture, as well as the l€sbian culture.
The covefi oppression of internalized homophobia is also nccessary to understand in
the context of lesbian parrenting.
(Amy) (clinicians need to) accept Et yoo are oppressed. peopre hordall kinds of pe-rceptions, ;rtrd..p#; and stereorlper about us. rthfutk that we will fars those issu*-ttr*n 
*r*ting because it thrusts usinto a different kind of communi ty,- a predominately heterosexualcommunity, thrcugh the schools. t '
(Ivrargaret) I.q*k a therapist-really has to have a sense to begin withabout what it is like to be 
" 
rouia, ina *mt,s it like to be a couple 
. . .how hard it is to stay in rdation*rrip* * ioli**, how utu" supgiort thereis out there for us, hbw much workit takes to stay together 
. . . rt,s rea,yso difficurt ro pe$Evere. tr mean it rottt ru u i,ii*L*rny *i#ftivery difficult process.
(Patricia) wb had issues on top of issues on top of issues because r thinkbeins an infertile lesbian is different tt * u*ing an inr"rtit, sftaightwoman- You have all this homophobia about ttot,-r*, t * not supposedto be pregnant. Your internat nd*opiioui" is doing thi, iu*u", on ,orl
The oppression identified by the participants included such areilr as pe{petuated myths
about homosextrtlity, discrimination and harassment based upon sexual orientation,
limit.d access to medicar services, rrd legar inequities.
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fui awareness of this opprersion is essential in order for clinicians to provide
validation of lesbian family formation.
(Iulie) I needed to know fr,om somebody who was a professional that I
was making the right choicee for the riE[t rearil]ntl . . . ft's a lot of work,
a lot of emotional work, that I think the person going into it doesn't
rEalize (this).
A common theme, thereforc, was the concept of practitioners understanding the
context of lesbians in today's society. The women reported this as fundamentat in
order to provide validation and acknowledgement to their prccess and experience.
Along with understanding oppression is the need for clinicians to appreciate
the process of lesbian parenting. This involves understanding the decision to parent
and the issues involved wiftin this process: adoption versus conception, known
venils unknown donors, financial and legal considerations, etc.
(Diane) I think it would be important for a therapist to appreciate the
difference between the issues for a lesbian couple in our culture having a
child versus a heterosexual couple . . . I also think for a therapist to
appreciate the difference between trying, the effort that goes into trying
through artificial insemination, and the time and the money . . . r'm not
even $ure there is a way to convey this, because I don't know exactly how
people can get it without experiencing it . . . ft's not like we just keep
having sex and maybe it will happen. But the whole conscious thing of
we actively keep trying or we clearly say we will not parent.
The awareness also involves an understanding of the women's experience of parenting
and existence as a lesbian mother.
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(Patricia) She (counselor) asked me if I wanted to go to a c+mothers
grcuP . . . We don't consider ourselves co-mothers, the nonbiological
mothers . . . It doesn't matter wlw is going to bc pregnant.
(Pam) There is no distinction in the child's mind for betryeen the nro of
them (mothen). That's wtrat we keep seeing ovcr and over. What I feltlike the counselor didn't get was that that's trappening.
The role of the non-biological mother is a living precept of this. These roles are
experiential and not necessarily predefined.
Central to clinician's understrnding of oppression and awarcness of the
parenting experience is the reality of the changing position of lesbian parents in the
lesbian community and broader cultural context. The women in this study descnibed
their therapisB as generally lesbian-sensitive but lacking knowledge of the realities
faced by lesbians as they decide to or not b parent and lacking understanding of the
life experiences of these families. Their prccess embraced an intense commitment h
ttEir partrren and a determination to pursue the biological (or adoptive) elements to
parent, while experiencing at times marginal support for their dmisions.
Response From trtsligious [Etitutions
As a final arEa of support, religion and spirituality was explored. Two women
descrih€d themselves as agnostic. Two did not participate in an organized religion,
though expressed their belief in a faith. The rcmaining six women participated in
organized religions.
Although the data is limited in this ffea, the participants experienced different
reactions from their churches. For the couple who adopted a child, the pastor wrote a
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letter in supiport of the adoption. However, the mother's lesbian identity was not
disclosed to the pastor at that time. fuiother couple who was actively involved in
their church and out as lesbians received an opposite reastion.
(Sandy) I was working wittt the youth grcup and very actively involved
in the church until I got pregnant with Jessica. ThEn a few peoplc in the
church couldn't handle it and I was pretty much asked to not work with
the youth, which was very hurftl . . . (I was asked to do this because)
I was having a baby and I was not marrid.
Even though Sandy's pastor was eware of her committed relationship to her parfirer
hilarcia, he and some members of the congregation interpreted her as a single,
Pregftut woman and judged this as an inappropriate example for the youth in the
parish. The church's response, thercfore, wffi non-supportive and homophobic in
natutt. Sandy expressed disappointment in the pastor's action, as she enjoyed her
volunteer experience with the youth grcup.
For the couples expressing a religious faith, the promulgation of this
spirituatity to their children was held iN a value.
(Jane) If we have kids, I want them to be raised udthin that church
(where the pastors are gey men or lesbian women) or within some Hnd
of qpiritual community because I think that that's important for me.
That's a value that I hold very hish and they (children) can make their
choices, then, when they grow older.
Overall, the participants did not report receiving support or encouragement from their
churches in their choice to parent.
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A common theme emerging within these potential $upport networks is the need
for validation of the women's choice to parent. This demands confronting myths that
lesbians should not have children. In reality, lesbians are creating families. What
they identify as needing from their prtrrers is a commitment to this process. From
their families-of-origin and selfdefined families, they want support for their decision
and an acknowledgement of their system a.s a frmily. Fmm the lesbian network, they
id€ntify the need for the community to elrpand its perimeters to validate the choice of
parenthood and to promote rituals and cercmonies that celebrate this. From the
churches, they expect the right to continue to participate in this form of qpirituality.
From clinicians, they hope for an understanding of the realities faced by lesbians as
they punile parcnthood.
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DISCUSSION OF THE I}ATA
Implications
In the absence of many uaditional supports, ltrbian couples creatively confront
an oppressive environment fu thcir pursuit to Frent. As in Berrkov's (lgg0) study,
homophobia was central in the experience of lesbian lnrenting. The sreative and
practicat rEsPonse to this is the women developing as supportive and as ngrhsing a
milieu as their individual circumstiances allow. It involves exploring their
parmerships, confrronting homophobic responses, flrd providing education to
encourage greater cultural acknowledgements for lesbian parenting.
For the couples within this studl, the question was not f they werg going to
FrBnt but r+ften they unere going to parent. That decision of wlnn rras e tengthy
prtlcEss of researching options and strategizing plans. This supports Silber's (lggl)
description of lesbian parents as determined and intentional. Deciding to parent was
not a whimsical decision but rather a devoted process that hed a birtlJike experience
of its own- Within the context of their lesbian partrrerships, these women chose to
parent and developed, in a sens, f, variation of the nuclear family formation: two
parents ud a child.
For this family formation to occur, the women expressed the need to explore
their own commitments to each other iu an initial phase in this process. Their
intention was to pursue parenting as a couple, imptying that as individuals, they may
not have chosen parenthood as single women. From one another, they asked for a
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reaffrrmation of their relafionship and a reiteration that they were in the process
togettrcr. \tith this centric tnrst and strEngth in place, the women began building a
nest of support.
In conjunction with their centric *ity, the couples explored other support
systems and often were confronted with individual and institutionalized homophobic
IEsPons€s. In a broader cultural context, lesbians arE expected not to panent. From
their families-of+rigin, btended femilies, Brd selfuEfitrcd families, the couples
wanted an qpenness to their option to parent. The assurnption that lesbians could not
or' more significantly, should not have childrcn was centrat to this issue and required
persistent education in an effort to gain aclnowledgement. They wanted and expected
a validation of their family existence that promotes a qpirit and vitality, a chance for
celebration.
Likewise, the couples wanted an acceptance of their choice to parent ftom the
broader lesbian community. From their experiences, this acceptance appears to be
gndualty taking place. The absence of lesbian+errtered rituats and celebrations
validating parenting and the birth of children, however, substantiates the gradualness
of this change. As one woman described it, the concept of parenting, of visible
parenting, is rclatively new to the lesbian community. Gtrater visibility and
interaction would promote the sharing of valuable normative information about lesbian
family life which, at present, is at risk of systematicatly being withheld amongst
families.
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These experiences tend cnrcial information to ths applica[on of social work
practice. From a system's perspective, the assumption cannot be made that
encouragement and validation for leshian palenting is accessible frorn raditionat
supgnrt networls. TIds fuiding is congnrent with Slater and Mencher's (1991)
reseerch. The couple dyad, therefore, mey a$ilme SrEatEr rcsponsibility in
maintaining the family system and creatively gathering n€cessary supports. lYith
these women, this creativity smrued validation and acknowledgement of their
formation of family.
For practitioners, the understanding of this cultural o,p'pression and developing
an appreciation of the lesbian parenting proce$s is cnrcial in providing senrices.
Although therc is no easy gUide to assimilate the experience of lesbian parenting,
ctinicians must recognize that there are differences between the experiences of
lesbians and their heterosexual counterparts. The conce'ption and adoption process is
different; straring the experience of the prcgnancy with family and friends is different;
preparing for raising a child in an homophobic, heterosexist society is different. By
grasping these differences and their subsequent implications, clinicians and helping
professionals may be able to assimilate and undersEnd as completely as possible the
experience of lesbian couples choosing to parent. To do so will promote equity as
lesbian-headed famities become more visible and viable in our society.
In summary, eff*tive practice involvement with lesbian families demands a
personal commitment from clinicians. firis involves working through their own
issues of homo'phobia and validating normative information about lesbian families. It
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rccessitetes development of a nurtruing envirenment, cognisent of the cultural
oppression, that provides accephnce while recognizing differerrces. It demands a
sauibility that supersedes bieses ffid, at a very basic level, promotes the freedom to
define family in a validating rrarlt€tr.
r imitntions of thir Study
One of the central limiAtions of this rcsearch was the small sample size. It
allowed for in{epth interviewing and gathering benefrcial descriptive information, as
this was the main Purpose of the study, but it has limited the profrciency in drawing
generalizations about the broader lesbian parenting process. In addition, the
participents werc homogeneous in terms of ethnicity and socieeconomic position,
thus the results leckEd diversity in these rlrreasi.
As the intent of research was also to gain knowledge of the experience of
lesbian couples choosing to parcnt, the interviews werE held with the couple together.
An advantage of this format was accurate recall of their experiences as the women
remembered different parts of their prooess. The disadvantrge, of course, is the
potential minimization of conflictual information and perqpectives. firere were no
obvious indications, however, that this occurred within the present study.
A final limitation of this study was the inclusion only of couples who had
d€cided to parent. No couples were involved thet had gone through the decision-
making process and chose not to parent. The experiences and issues of the latter
group may be significantly different yet equally as valid.
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Conclusions eud Recommendations
In concluding this research projectn I find it difficult to adequately make
rcference to the rich life experiences of the courageous women who participated in the
shldy. Their dedication to each other and the shength which emanated from this
commitrnent hes made a lasting impression. f affemptEd to EEat their erperiences
with ttre greatest rEspect, as they reflected a nrlnerable openness that I had the
privilege to encounter.
As lesbian couples choose to parent, what are their needs from their par-lner,
families, lesbian network, friendship group, clinicians, and religious institutions?
Foremost, they demand the right to have a choice to parent. They wanted the same
joy and celebration afforded to mote traditionallydefined families. They rvanted to
be acknowledged and to receive supportive validation. They wanted to live, fuIly and
haPpily, as a family amongst a multitude of families. To do so, they creatively and
determinedly formed famities of choice.
In terms of practice implications, this research offers descriptive information
into the phenomenon of lesbian couples choosing to parent. The conce,pt of their
entity iu e couple is cennat b this discussion. Their experiences highlight their belief
in and promotion of family. The couples validated their focus of a family orientation,
which is contnary to the popular perception of lesbians as anti-family. Indeed, their
dedication to parent and the strategized process this enails further reflects their
commifinent to parenthood.
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These phenomena provide noteworthy indicators for practice. Helping
professionals must be aware of community rEsourcest in order to provide advocacy
service and to Iink clients to mentoring rtsouroes. In turn, there is a professional
responsibitity for continuing to ducate self about lesbian life experiences. Tttis
entails recognizing normative information conceffidng the tengfh of the parenting
pnooess, from the discussion ptrase to conception/adoption, and undersmnding the
birth-tike qualities encompa*ting this process. Additionally, there is a need to
prcmotc rituats and ceremonies that aclnowldge, validate, ffid celebrate (!) these
sreative, strong families.
Since the intent of this research was qpecific to lesbian couples, an area of
fr5ther study would be a focus on single lesbians who choose to parent. Tlreir family
definitions, family formation pfi,ce$t, and support systems may be signifrcantly
different then the participants in this study who viewed their parfirership as central to
the parerrting process. In addition, another pertinent area of research entails the
experiences of lesbians who are not 'out,' those who need to manage the disclosure
of their lesbian identities for a vadety of reasons. How are their experiences different
and/or the same as that of 'out' tesbian couptes? Diversity exists '#ithin the broader
topic area of lesbian parenting and this necessitates further research.
As lesbians continue to defrne family and choose to parent, the issues
surrounding lesbian motherhood will continue to be raised. Ttris will hopefully
promote greater options for visibility of these families, thus providing information that
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dispels culturat myths. The challenge to increase this visibility is not theirs alone . .
it resu with all of us.
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APPENT}D( A
CONSEhIII F{}RM
Optionel mothertood: A dcscription of psyetru,social issues within
the lesbian psrenthg pnocsxs
You arc invited to be in a research shrdy of le$ian couples who choose
children outside of long-tEnn heterosexuat relationships. You wef,E selected as
participants through a word-of-mouth ptroce$ because you are intentional lesbian
mothss. Please rEad this form and ask any question$ you may have before agreeing
to be in this shrdy.
Ttris study is being conducted by myself (Iulie Nohner) in completion of my
Master's of Social lilork degree at Augsburg College.
BACKGROT$ilI trt{EoRIvIATTON
The prupose of this study will involve identiffing the psycho-social issues of
lesbian couples as you decide to parent. \ilhat are your emotional needs as you went
through the process of choosing motherhood? lVhat do you identify as needing from
your parfrer, your family+f-origin or self-identified family, the lesbian community,
your friendship Broup, and professional therapists?
PR,OCEDURES
If you agree to be in this study, I would ask you to participate in a personal
intenriew. Interviews, which may last one to two hours, will be held $,ith the couple
as a unit. The interview r* ill consist of a series of open-ended questions with
flexibility to inctude topic areiu you identify as relevant to ttre discussion. You have
the right to not enswer any questions and to end the interview at any point. The
interviews will be conducted in your home or in another convenient location.
Rrsl{s ar{p EENErrrs IN THE STIIDJ
The study has a risk in that the interviews will be a face-to-face interaction.
As I am interviewing five couples (10 indiyiduals) for this study, there is an
additional risk due to the limited number of participants. I will be including in my
thesis excerpts from our discussion to illustrate your experiences. Ttis thesis '#ill be
logged iul a resource within the Augsburg cirmpu$ library. Precautions will be taken
to insure confrdentiality in the reporting of information gathered and to eliminate
identifrable cues in my fuial report.
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The berrefits to your participation is in providing valuable, new information
concerning the developmental process of choosing motherhood. This holds
implications for the larger tesbian community, as well as family therapists.
COMIDENTIALITY.
The records of this study will be kept private. In the event my re,port reaches
publication, I will not include any inforrnation ttrat will make it possible to identify
you. (For example, names will be changed and no geographic identifrcation
included.) Research records will be kEpt in a locked file. The interr.iews will be tape
recorded; myself, my thesis adyisor, ild a pmfessional transcriber will have access to
the tapes. No one else will have ircoesl to this data. Tlrese taPes will only be used as
a tml to accurately record yoru information and \dll bc destroyed (or returned to you
if requested) upon completion of my thesis.
YOLI]NTARY NATI]RE OF T,EE STT]DY
If you decide to participate, you are free to withdraw at any time. Your
decision whether to or not to participate is completely voluntary.
C0NTACTS ANp OUESTTON$
If you have any questions, you may ask them now. If you have any qlrcstions
hter, you Eury contact myself at (612) 259-8942 or my advisor Professor Nancy
Brennan at (612) 33G.1704.
You will be given E copy of thls form to keep for your records.
Statement of consent
I have read the above information. I have asked questions and
have received answenl, I consent to participate in the study, which involves a
personal interview lasting between one and two hours in length.
Signature Date
Signature Date
Signature of Researcher
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Date
2)
3)
l).
4).
APPEI{DH B
Interyiew Guide
Identity as a leSian: How did yotu identity an a lesbian emerge? What was
the process of identification like for you? Do you feel you have internalized
some aspects of homophobia? If so, what are these areas? Arc you 'out" ts
friends, family, co*workers?
Idcntity as a couple: What was the procesl for you in deciding to enter a
committed relafiionship E'ith each other? Did you have a ceremony (private or
wittr family/friends)? What does it mean to you to be a 'couplen?
Decision to parenil When was the issue concerning having a child brought up
and by whom? What was the process from atking about having children to
deciding to actually initiate this? How long was this process? What issues did
you talk about prior to becoming parents (roles, who would stay home,
ailangements in case of death or break up, etc.)? How did you reach a
decision?
Choices in motherhood: What options did you discuss when decidins what
method to use to become parents? How did you decide which method to use?
What was the conception/adoption process like for you? Did you have
children prior to this relationship? If son what were the similarities and
differences in this process?
Experiences of motherhood: Who is calld 'mother'? \tlhet does it mean to
be a 'mother'? How do you feel about being parents? What are your biggest
struggles in parenting? What are your greatest pleasures in parentins?
Issues with parrrer: What did you need the most from each other during your
decision-making process? What issues were most important to you? How did
you address these issues? How did you get your needs met at that time?
Issues with family: tffho do you define as your family? What is your
relationship with your family+f-origin? What response did your 'familyn
have about your decision to perent? Were they supportive? What did you
need from them during this process?
Lesbian community: Arc you involved with a lesbian community? To what
extent are you involved? Did the community have a response to you becoming
parents? What was this reaction? What would you identify as being helpfut
from the community? Did you know other lesbian mothers before becoming
5)
6)
7)
8)
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e)
one yourselfl Did you atrErd information or support groups about lesbian
parffiting?
Friendship support system: Describe your friendship group. Are they
heterosexual, lesbian, etc.? How supportive werr they about you becoming
mothers? What did you ask of them during the decision-making phase? Wtrat
issu€s arose? what did you find as supportive? non-sup,portive?
Professional intervention: Did you seek counseling during your process to
parenthmd? At what stage did you seek intervention and why? \Yas your
counselor knowledgeable about lesbian issues? How was this intervention
helpful? If you could improve this counseling experience, what suggestions
would you make? What do you think is most important for counselors to
know and understand about io,rr process?
10.)
11). Do you profess a religion or belong to a church? tffas your faith a factor in
your decision? Did you receive support and encouragement from other areas?
What were they?
l2). What other issues do you feel are importalrt in this discussion?
il
l).
2).
APPEI{DD( C
Ilemoeranhic Infomation
What are your ages? ages of children?
What are your education levels (last grade of school you attended)?
3).
4).
5).
What are your ocarpations?
What is your ethnic heritage?
If you are employed outside of the home, how ilrany hours do you work?
6). What is your combined income?
Under $10,000
$10,001 - $20,000
$20,001 - $30,000
$30,001 - $40,000
$40,001 - $50,000
$50,001 - $60,000
Over $60,001
Who lives in your household?7)
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